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Equilibration procedure
For running MD simulations in NAMD (1) using a system set up with the Leap module of Amber Tools (2) , several careful choices of the input parameters have to be made, see "http://ambermd.org/namd/namd_amber.html". In particular, using a truncated octahedron box in NAMD is not straightforward. For this, we created a truncated octahedron box with the "solvateOct" command in tleap/sleap before the force field topology and coordinates were saved using "saveAmberParm" command. NAMD does not read the box information from the coordinate file generated from tleap/sleap. Instead, the box information was specified using the "cellBasisVectorX" input keywords (X=1, 2, and 3). NAMD uses a general triclinic representation which is given by a 3x3 matrix. These input parameters were used: "cellBasisVector1 d 0.0 0.0",
, where d is the length of the box edge. The center of the box was input using the "cellOrigin" keyword. During the simulation, NAMD wraps the coordinates in a triclinic representation that can be converted back to the familiar truncated octahedron using the "familiar" keyword to the "image" command in CPPTRAJ (3).
All systems were first subjected to energy minimization in AMBER in 11 stages of 1000 steps each (100 steepest descent and 900 conjugate gradient) with decreasing restraints on nonhydrogen solute atoms (the force constants were 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0 kcal/mol Å 2 ) with cut-offs exceeding the system size.
Then, the systems were equilibrated in NAMD in three stages of 25, 100 and 250 ps. During the first two stages, the temperature increased from 100 to 300 K and all non-hydrogen solute atoms and ions were harmonically restrained with force constants of 100 and 10 kcal/mol Å 2 in the NVT ensemble. During the third stage, at 300 K no restraints were applied and the density was equilibrated in the NPT ensemble. The temperature of 300 K was maintained using Langevin dynamics with a damping coefficient of 2 ps -1 , whereas the pressure of 1.01325 bar was maintained using the Nose-Hoover-Langevin piston method with a period of 100 fs and decay of 50 fs. The SHAKE algorithm (4) was applied to keep the water molecules rigid. The integration time step was kept at 1 fs throughout the equilibration.
Classical molecular dynamics simulations
Production CMD simulations were performed with NAMD (Table 1) ) to avoid any potential influence of the Langevin equation on the dynamics of the systems. The integration time step was set to 2 fs and the SHAKE algorithm was applied to keep all bonds involving hydrogens rigid. All simulations were performed under periodic boundary conditions, the electrostatic interactions being evaluated with the particle mesh Ewald algorithm with a grid spacing of 1 Å and a cut-off of 10 Å (5).
Sequence alignment of the LH isoforms
The protein sequences of chicken gH5 used in this study and of human H1 isoforms were aligned by using the CLUSTAL O (1.2.1) (http://www.clustal.org/omega/) sequence alignment tool of Uniprot (http://www.uniprot.org/).
Vector variance analysis
The variances of the defined LH vectors (V BH V BT V HT V H V B ) and nucleosome vectors (V N1 V N2 V L1 V L2 ) due to intrinsic dynamics were determined with VMD (6) as follows: (i) for each snapshot saved, the points defining each vector (Figures 1, 3, 6 ) were superimposed onto the first frame of the trajectory; (ii) all angles between the vector at each time step and each other time step were calculated; (iii) the values of these angles were plotted in Figures S1A and S3A in box plots with 25 % threshold and the maximum value as the upper limit. Additionally, the variance of the measured angles in each simulation is given on top of each box.
Analysis of residue-residue contacts
To analyse the hydrophobic interactions between V87, A89 and the helix α 3 in LH simulations we calculated the minimal distance between the methyl group carbons of V87 and A89 and all nonhydrogen atoms of helix α 3 ( Figure S2 ). To analyse the hydrogen bonds between R74, Q83 and the backbone of turn β1, we calculated the minimal distance of the non-hydrogen atoms in the polar groups of the sidechains and the N and O atoms of the backbone of turn β 1 ( Figure S2 ). The number of contacts between R73 and R74 of gH5 and DNA bases in the N-DNA were determined by imposing a 4.5 Å threshold contact distance during chromatosome simulations ( Figure S8 ).
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